ARMORED TACTICAL RESCUE VEHICLE

SCHEDULE

DAY 1
• SAFETY PROTOCOL/WALK AROUND/MOUNT AND DISMOUNT/SHOOTING PLATFORMS
• VEHICLE OPERATIONS
• BASIC SHOOTING FROM AND AROUND VEHICLE
  • OFFICER/CITIZEN RESCUE

DAY 2
• SUSPECT VEHICLE TACTICS (MOVING/BLOCKING/ASSAULTING)
• SEARCH WARRANTS (MOUNT/DISMOUNT/VEHICLE POSITION/COVER/RESCUE)
• BARRICADES (THROW PHONE/BREACH TEAM/TECH)

16 HOURS OF TRAINING OVER 2 DAYS

This course is designed to provide instruction on deployment methods of the armored tactical rescue vehicle in hostile environments. The different roles of the armored tactical rescue vehicle, to include victim rescue, utilization as a weapons shooting platform, delivery of team elements, negotiation phones, chemical agents and other techniques will be discussed.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

• Nomenclature of an Armored Tactical Rescue Vehicle
• Description and ballistic protection of the Armored Tactical Rescue Vehicle
• Safety when utilizing the Armored Tactical Rescue Vehicle
• Equipment recommendations

• Personnel configuration and deployment with and without ballistic shields
• Utilization for rescue and evacuation of officers and citizens
• Utilization for the delivery of team elements, negotiation phones, chemical weapons and weapon platforms
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